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David Maisel 2004 For more than two decades, David Maisel has photographed civilisation?s aggressive advance
across the American landscape. The sites he has pursued, the subjects he has discovered, and the abstract beauty he
has confronted are all the more unfamiliar and disarming because of their aerial perspectives. Looking down from
low-flying aircraft banking steeply over the terrain, Maisel constructs skewed landscapes that seem at times to
have no horizons, no up or down, and no near or far. ?The Lake Project? documents Maisel?s work around Owens
Lake. This arid expanse, located just east of the Sierra Nevadas, is for the most part a desiccated bed of mineral
deposits. Drained for the water needs of Southern California, beginning in 1913, it now contributes carcinogenic
particles to the atmosphere during ?dust events?. These are not normal landscapes, for they lack nearly all scale
references that might ground the viewer into comprehensive geographical co-ordinates. There is no foreground,
middle ground, or background. There is only the ground as seen from a low-flying aircraft, a surface teeming with
malignant colours that one can almost taste, incredibly complex textures that one can almost feel, and delicate
mineral traces that resemble organic arteries.
Nudes 4 B. Martin Pedersen 2006 Graphis presents the body's infinite possibilities in one exceptional volume, the
large-format annual that is the world's premier showcase of fine-art nudes. More than fifty distinguished
photographers from around the world are represented by all-new nudes in both black and white and color.
At Twelve Sally Mann 1988 A collection of portraits of twelve-year-old girls from around the United States
Jock Sturges Jock Sturges 1996
David Hamilton's Private Collection David Hamilton 1976

Last Day of Summer Sturges 1992-01-01
100 Naked Girls Petter Hegre 2005-12-10 • Exciting work from an important artist • Beautiful, inspiring nudes
Petter Hegre is hailed as the master of the New Nude, a unique and instantly recognizable style based firmly in
reality: real people in authentic situations. In his sixth book, this dynamic photographer has banished the
counterfeit glamour of the old century, replacing it with an inimitable and graphic romanticism. Intimate and
insightful, dramatic and fun, 100 Naked Girls offers truth in advertising—the name says it all!—and in art.
Tender Cousins David Hamilton 1982-01-01 Photographs from Hamilton's movie emphasize the sensuous beauty of
the film's nude models and rural settings

Dismantled Jennifer McMahon 2009-06-16 The New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed Island of Lost
Girls and Promise Not to Tell returns with a chilling novel in which the secrets of the past come back to haunt a
group of friends in terrifying ways. Dismantlement = Freedom Henry, Tess, Winnie, and Suz banded together in college
to form a group they called the Compassionate Dismantlers. Following the first rule of their manifesto—"To
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understand the nature of a thing, it must be taken apart"—these daring misfits spend the summer after graduation in
a remote cabin in the Vermont woods committing acts of meaningful vandalism and plotting elaborate, often
dangerous, pranks. But everything changes when one particularly twisted experiment ends in Suz's death and the
others decide to cover it up. Nearly a decade later, Henry and Tess are living just an hour's drive from the old
cabin. Each is desperate to move on from the summer of the Dismantlers, but their guilt isn't ready to let them go.
When a victim of their past pranks commits suicide—apparently triggered by a mysterious Dismantler-style
postcard—it sets off a chain of eerie events that threatens to engulf Henry, Tess, and their inquisitive nine-yearold daughter, Emma. Is there someone who wants to reveal their secrets? Is it possible that Suz did not really
die—or has she somehow found a way back to seek revenge? Full of white-knuckle tension with deeply human
characters caught in circumstances beyond their control, Jennifer McMahon's gripping story and spine-tingling plot
prove that she is a master at weaving the fear of the supernatural with the stark realities of life.
Proud Flesh Sally Mann 2009 Text by C.D. Wright.
Same Dream Another Time 2017-09 Imagination and reality of the two classic gambling centers in the USA: Las
Vegas and Atlantic City

Summer of the Fawn Alain Laboile 2019-02 Laboile's timeless and universal images inspire longing for the endless
summer days of our childhood.
Don't Worry, Bee Happy: An Acorn Book (Bumble and Bee #1) Ross Burach 2019-12-26 Bumble and Bee love to
have FUN. But their best friend Froggy just wants some peace and quiet. "Buzz-worthy." --Kirkus ReviewsPick a
book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn, aimed at children who are learning
to read. With easy-to-read text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and full-color artwork on every page,
these books will boost reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love of reading and help readers
grow!Bumble and Bee love to buzz around the pond and make mischief. Their cranky best friend Froggy prefers the
peace and quiet of sitting on a lily pad. They may be an unlikely trio, but no matter what these friends dream up -from picture day problem-solving to a comical cure for the hiccups -- you can count on hilarious, unexpected FUN!

Life-time Jock Sturges 2008 Edited by Walter Keller. Text by Jock Sturges.
The New American Farmer Laura-Anne Minkoff-Zern 2019-11-12 An examination of Latino/a immigrant farmers as
they transition from farmworkers to farm owners that offers a new perspective on racial inequity and sustainable
farming. Although the majority of farms in the United States have US-born owners who identify as white, a
growing number of new farmers are immigrants, many of them from Mexico, who originally came to the United States
looking for work in agriculture. In The New American Farmer, Laura-Anne Minkoff-Zern explores the experiences of
Latino/a immigrant farmers as they transition from farmworkers to farm owners, offering a new perspective on
racial inequity and sustainable farming. She finds that many of these new farmers rely on farming practices from
their home countries—including growing multiple crops simultaneously, using integrated pest management,
maintaining small-scale production, and employing family labor—most of which are considered alternative farming
techniques in the United States. Drawing on extensive interviews with farmers and organizers, Minkoff-Zern describes
the social, economic, and political barriers immigrant farmers must overcome, from navigating USDA bureaucracy
to racialized exclusion from opportunities. She discusses, among other topics, the history of discrimination against
farm laborers in the United States; the invisibility of Latino/a farmers to government and universities; new farmers'
sense of agrarian and racial identity; and the future of the agrarian class system. Minkoff-Zern argues that
immigrant farmers, with their knowledge and experience of alternative farming practices, are—despite a range of
challenges—actively and substantially contributing to the movement for an ecological and sustainable food
system. Scholars and food activists should take notice.
Outspoken Nan Levinson 2006-09 A collection of twenty stories from the front lines of free speech captures the
essence of the debate over free expression in a post-9/11 world, from a Puerto Rican journalist who is willing to
risk prison to protect her sources to a fireman fighting for the right to read Playboy at work. (Current Affairs)

Landscapes Clear and Radiant Wen Fong 2008 "Wang Hui, the most celebrated painter of late-seventeenthcentury China, played a key role both in reinvigorating past traditions of landscape painting and in establishing the
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stylistic foundations for the imperially sponsored art of the Qing court. Drawing upon his protean talent and
immense ambition, Wang developed an all-embracing synthesis of historical landscape styles that constituted one
of the greatest artistic innovations of late imperial China." "This comprehensive study of the painter, the first
published in English, features three essays that together consider his life and career, his artistic achievements, and
his masterwork - the series of twelve monumental scrolls depicting the Kangxi emperor's Southern Inspection Tour
of 1689. The first essay, by Wen C. Fong, closely examines Wang Hui's genius for "repossessing the past," his
ability to engage in an inventive dialogue with previous masters and to absorb their stylistic personae while making
works that were distinctly his own. Chin-Sung Chang next traces the entire trajectory of Wang's development as
an artist, from his precocious youth in the village of Yushan, through growing local and national fame - first as
a copyist, then as the creator of groundbreaking panoramic landscapes - to the ultimate confirmation of his
stature with the commission to direct the Southern Inspection Tour project. Focusing on this extraordinary eightyear-long effort, Maxwell K. Hearn's essay discusses the contemporary sources for the scrolls, the working
methods of Wang and his assistants (comparing drafts with finished versions), and the artistic innovations
reflected in these imposing works, the extant examples of which measure more than two feet high and from forty-six
to eighty-six feet long." "This publication accompanies the exhibition "Landscapes Clear and Radiant: The Art of
Wang Hui (1632-1717)," held at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, from September 9, 2008, through
January 4, 2009."--BOOK JACKET.
Black Tickets Jayne Anne Phillips 2011-11-16 Jayne Anne Phillips's reputation-making debut collection paved the
way for a new generation of writers. Raved about by reviewers and embraced by the likes of Raymond Carver, Frank
Conroy, Annie Dillard, and Nadine Gordimer, Black Tickets now stands as a classic. With an uncanny ability to
depict the lives of men and women who rarely register in our literature, Phillips writes stories that lay bare their
suffering and joy. Here are the abused and the abandoned, the violent and the passive, the impoverished and the
disenfranchised who populate the small towns and rural byways of the country. A patron of the arts reserves his
fondest feeling for the one man who wants it least. A stripper, the daughter of a witch, escapes from poverty into
another kind of violence. A young girl during the Depression is caught between the love of her crazy father and the
no less powerful love of her sorrowful mother. These are great American stories that have earned a privileged
place in our literature.
The Body William A. Ewing 2009 From 19th-century erotica to the publicized images of the 1990s, photo curator
Ewing offers a rich, involving archive of images culled from worldwide collections that presents an exciting,
provocative record of the camera's infatuation with the human figure. Over 360 duotone and color photos.
Sexual Rights in America Paul R. Abramson 2003-08-01 The Constitution of the United States guarantees all
Americans certain rights, such as the freedoms of speech and religious expression. But what guarantees our sexual
freedoms? Sexual Rights in America presents a bold and intriguing look at the constitutional basis of sexual rights
in America. Resurrecting the "forgotten" Ninth Amendment, which guarantees those fundamental rights not
protected elsewhere in the Constitution, Abramson and colleagues argue that the freedom to choose how, when,
and with whom we express ourselves sexually is integral to our happiness. Their careful review of the historical
record reveals the importance of the "pursuit of happiness" in the socio-moral philosophy underpinning the
Constitution. Sexual freedoms, they assert, are cut from the same cloth as the other freedoms protected by the
Bill of Rights, and therefore, should be covered by the Ninth Amendment. Using concrete examples such as
prostitution and phone sex, Sexual Rights in America illustrates the scope and limitations of Ninth Amendment
sexual rights.
Fanny 2014 Fanny is an extended portrait of a young girl's transition from child to woman. Made over a period of
23 years, the images are at once beautiful in their detail of light and identity, as well as frankly anthropological
in their descriptive effect. A naturist since birth, Fanny's comfort with nudity and her natural self has allowed
Sturges to draw an engaging portrait of the evolution of a human being with few social distractions. His access
to the girl's and woman's character is direct and fascinating. Long known for his extended portraits of children
and adolescents, this book is strong evidence of Sturges' permanent commitment to the people in his work.
Public Sex Pat Califia 2000-07-01 The most intelligent and outspoken commentator on sexual politics writing
today, Pat Califia has been "fuming and fussing" about censorship and the rights of perverts for more than two
decades. Whether writing about gender bending and transsexuality, lesbian relationships, S/M and leather sex, sex
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between lesbians and gay men, eroticizing latex and safer sex, prostitution, or sex in public, Califia's essays—clear
consistent, provocative and eminently readable—set the standard for writing about sex.
Erotic Innocence James Russell Kincaid 1998 Explores the current preoccupation with child molesting and children’s
sexuality and the ways that this degree of fascination is itself suspect.
A Place in the Sun David Hamilton 1996 "Everyone", says the author, "cherishes a dream that they will one day
find their own place in the sun where they will be free to live life as an idyll". This book is Hamilton's photographic
record of one sugh place--Tahiti and the beautiful young women and other visitors who shared his experience in
turning fantasy into reality. 200 color photos.
Island of Lost Girls Jennifer McMahon 2009-10-13 From the author of the acclaimed Promise Not to Tell comes a
chilling and perfectly plotted tale in which crimes of the past and present blend in a mesmerizing tale of mystery,
shattered innocence, guilt, and redemption On her a way to a job interview, Rhonda never expected to get caught in
the middle of a crime. Sitting in her blue Honda at a gas station, she saw a person dressed as a rabbit grab a young
girl out of nearby car. Confused by the absurdity of the rabbit costume, Rhonda does nothing at first. By the time
she regains her senses, however, the kidnapper and child are gone. Plagued by guilt, she’s determined to help with the
investigation. But as she gets closer to discovering the kidnapper’s identity, she also gets closer to uncovering the
truth behind the disappearance of another child—her best friend Lizzy who went missing years before. As Rhonda
races to solve the two overlapping mysteries, she rekindles an old romances, learns that people from her past a
far different than what they seemed, and ultimately finds liberation. Filled with compelling, realistic characters,
twisting supense, and creepy turns that will have readers flying through the pages, Island of Lost Girls is a
remarkable display of narrative genius from a stellar new talent.
Naked Girls Club - English Edition 2021-04-26 A particularly seductive photo book featuring the most beautiful
models who reveal unrestrained everything they have in over 300 pages. Be prepared for thrill in relaxation - or,
to put it bluntly: Watch out, uninhibited hyper-excitement!

At the Edge of the World Jock Sturges 2015-06-01 Touching and powerful images of the natural and uninhibited
lifestyle lived by Alain Laboile's children in the south of France.
Aftershock Kieran Cashell 2009-08-30 Accused by the tabloid press of setting out to 'shock', controversial
artworks are vigorously defended by art critics, who frequently downplay their disturbing emotional impact. This
is the first book to subject contemporary art to a rigorous ethical exploration. It argues that, in favouring
conceptual rather than emotional reactions, commentators actually fail to engage with the work they promote.
Scrutinising notorious works by artists including Damien Hirst, Jake and Dinos Chapman, Richard Billingham, Marc
Quinn, Sally Mann, Marcus Harvey, Hans Bellmer, Paul McCarthy, Tierney Gearon, and Tracey Emin, "Aftershock"
insists on the importance of visceral, emotional and 'ethical' responses. Far from clouding our judgement, Cashell
argues, shame, outrage or revulsion are the very emotions that such works set out to evoke. While also
questioning the catch-all notion of 'transgression', this illuminating and controversial book neither jumps
indiscriminately to the defence of shocking artworks nor dismisses them out of hand.
The Age of Innocence David Hamilton 1995 Accompanied by lyrical poetry, this collection showcases the nude
portrait photography David Hamilton is known for.

Radiant Identities Jock Sturges 1994 A collection of seventy beautifully reproduced black-and-white
photographs by an acclaimed and controversial artist offers unique and artistic nude studies exploring youth,
family, and intimacy in the modern world.
The Grotesque in Photography A. D. Coleman 1977 Grotesque photography is odd, unnatural, fantastic,
startling or bizarre in content.

Misty Dawn Jock Sturges 2008 Over the course of his career, ¨ock Sturges's long-term engagement with his
subjects has been a cornerstone of his work. Misty Dawn, one of his primary and most popular muses is one such
subject; he has photographed her for twenty-five of her twenty-eight years. Lithe, beautiful, classically
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proportioned, she is the personification of Sturges's philosophy of being at home in one's body. This volume follows
her growth from a shy, tomboyish child to a gorgeous, confident young woman. Of her work with Sturges, Misty
Dawn has said, "the best thing about Jock isn't that he is a photographer. The best thing is that he is someone who
likes us, who sees us, who cares about us. Completely outside of his pictures, he helps us with our lives in so many
ways because we are family to each other - this is the true subject of the photographs." Taken as a whole, this
series of images presents a unique, fully realized portrait of a blossoming individual and explores a rare and
beautiful relationship between photographer and subject. Misty Dawn: Portrait of a Muse presents iconic images as
well as previously unpublished material, mined from Sturges's older contact prints and newest work.
Still Time Sally Mann 1994 Celebrates an artist whose acute perceptions and imagination embrace not only the
photographs of children, for which she is renowned, but also the earlier landscapes and the unexpected, compelling
forays into color and abstract photography.
Radiant Identities Jock Sturges 1995-09-01 A collection of black-and-white photographs by an acclaimed and
controversial artist offers unique and artistic nude studies exploring youth, family, and intimacy in the modern
world
Medicinal Chemistry for Practitioners Jie Jack Li 2020-06-29 Presenting both a panoramic introduction to the
essential disciplines of drug discovery for novice medicinal chemists as well as a useful reference for veteran drug
hunters, this book summarizes the state-of-the-art of medicinal chemistry. It covers key drug targets including
enzymes, receptors, and ion channels, and hit and lead discovery. The book hen surveys a drug's pharmacokinetics
and toxicity, with a solid chapter covering fundamental bioisosteres as a guide to structure-activity
relationship investigations.

The Young Girl Coming of Age 2018 C. W 2017-09-03 The young girl coming of age in movies, books and
magazines. Only the ones that truly fit the genre are included and ones from around the world including, Russia,
France, Germany, Japan, USA, England, Scotland, Ireland, Belgium, China, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Australia,
Romania, and Hungary. There is over 800 movies noted. Sure, you have heard of Pretty Baby, and Beau Pere, but
what about No Bikini, Bu Bu Bu, or Aqua Miss? And as for books, you've heard of photographers such as Jock
Sturges and Sally Mann, but what about Richard West or Peter Dietrich? This book details the popular
photographers, but also little known photographers. This is a valuable guide to anyone building a Coming Of Age
collection. Everything is listed by title and have descriptions, and if known, country of release. Are you going to
get who directed the movies or a producer's opinions on them? No, and who really cares? The book is a guide to find
true Coming of Age movies as well as the girl in books and magazines not a book with tons of filler. And on the
last page of the book is a page showing you how to find rare,Coming of Age videos almost unknown to the
mainstream. Using the information could assist you in finding THOUSANDS of Independent videos that are in the
Coming Of Age realm.
Sally Mann Sally Mann 2014-04-28 Taken against the Arcadian backdrop of ber woodland summer home in
Virginia, Sally Mann's extraordinary, intimate photographs of hcr children : Emmett, Jessie, and Virginia reveal
truths that embody the individuality of ber immediate family and ultimately take on a universal quality. Mann
states that ber work is "about everybody's memories, as well as their fears," a theme echoed by Reynolds Price in
his eloquent, poignantly reflective essay accompanying the photographs in Immediate Family. With sublime dignity,
acute wit, and feral grace, Mann's pictures explore the eternal struggle between the child's simultaneous
dependence and quest for autonomy, the holding on, and the breaking away. This is the stuff of which Greek dramas
are made : impatience, terror, self-discovery, self-doubt, pain, vulnerability, role-playing, and a sense of
immortality, all of which converge in Sally Mann's astonishing photographs. A traveling exhibition of Immediate
Family, organized hy Aperture, opened at the Instituts of Contemporary Art in Philadclphia in the fall of 1992.
All of the photographs in Immediate Family were taken with an 8-by-10-inch view camera.
Vintage & Contemporary Photography Heritage Auction Galleries (Dallas, Tex.) 2009
Girls! Girls! Girls! in Contemporary Art Lori Waxman 2014-05-27 Since the 1990s, women artists have led the
contemporary art world in the creation of art depicting female adolescence, producing challenging, critically
debated, and avidly collected artworks that are driving the current and momentous shift in the perception of
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women in art. Girls! Girls! Girls! presents essays from established and up-and-coming scholars who address a
variety of themes, including narcissism, nostalgia, post-feminism, and fantasy with the goal of approaching the
overarching question of why women artists are turning in such numbers to the subject of girls – and what these
artistic explorations signify. Artists discussed include Anna Gaskell, Marlene McCarty, Sue de Beer, Miwa Yanagi,
Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Collier Schorr, and more.

Mediterranean Architecture Jock Sewall 2011 A compilation of more than 1,100 images that explore and record
elements of Mediterranean architecture, in both detail and as whole compositions, from Mediterranean Europe of the
Early Renaissance to the United States of today. This exhaustive study is arranged by type of element, including
fountains, porches, corbels, wrought iron details, and much more, to show the variety and breadth of styles that
Mediterranean Architecture encompasses as a whole. Wander through the romantic settings afforded by the four
main groups of this architectural style, the rustic vernacular; the simple and direct Mission Style; the Estate and
Villa, with its elaborate detail and mass; and finally the formal Palazzo, which is Mediterranean Architecture in
its most ornate and organized form. This is a comprehensive visual reference for architects, interior designers, real
estate developers, and students; and a look book extraordinaire for the homeowner working on a vision.
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